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OVERARCHING GOALS

Objective 1: Connection with Program Societies

Goal Fostering a better connection with our Sub-Societies

Plan • Co-host smaller, academic events
• Ensure Soc Sci students have access and information regarding their 

societies – and that first years do not feel intimidated by the events 
• Having a meeting with exec of sub-societies, to outline 

communication 
◦ Specifically what kind of relationship they want with the MSSS, 

aside from funding
◦ Discuss if the clubs would like to take part of the large shared 

calendar.
◦ Ensuring that program specific, academic events, are properly 

promoted (even not just on MSSS pages, but also Blu Cru 
member sharing, etc)

• The MSSS page should support sub-societies plans and events more 
effectively

Challenges It is in the best interest of both the sub-societies and the MSSS to have a 
better relationship outside of funding. Students currently do not get good 
information from the MSSS about sub-societies, instead being directed to 
their respective pages. 

It is indispensable for the MSSS to have strong  communication with sub-
societies for promotion, so that it can reach a wider audience – specifically 
first years in a general program who want to learn more about our wonderful
program societies. It is also important to ensure that first years, or those who
have not disclosed a program yet, are not intimidated by our sub-societies 
events and general meetings.

Long-Term/Transitional Nurturing a better relationship with our sub-societies ensures all parties have
all the information they need. But as well, it creates a cohesion among the 
entirety of the Social Sciences, that we currently do not have. In the past, 
students had to look towards their individual pages for concurrent 
information, specifically events. But with proper communication, we should
come to a point where major events of threes is promoted properly through 
MSSS streams – namely academic based events.
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Objective 2: Connection with SRA

Goal Including the SRA as a more important factor of the MSSS.

Plan • Keeping track of SRA Social Science information.
◦ Putting their year plan on the website, as well as relevant 

information 
◦ Shared calendar with them and the faculty
◦ Actively coordinating events, or not over-planning our events 

with theirs.
• Teaching Mac students about how the MSU functions, how it 

operates, and why it is important – through the SRA
◦ Sharing and actively explaining their posts is a great way to 

educate students on the SRA, and the MSU
• Co-hosting events
• Working alongside them to provide a Soc Sci lounge

Challenges Understanding that the SRA – just like the faculty – has different goals and 
schedules than us, it is important to find time to keep communication secure.

Long-Term/Transitional Many students do not know what the SRA is, or what they do for Social 
Science Students. Many of them hear about the MSSS during Welcome 
Week and through events – giving us the opportunity to give them an outlet 
to reach another audience. This also works vice versa, as they have a 
different audience than us as well.

Objective 3: Fostering a Society with Internal Satisfaction

Goal Ensuring Social Science students not only enjoy their degree, but understand
and utilize it to its strengths.

Plan • Program Selection Photoset
◦ In March/April, create a photoset for each program in the social 

sciences.
◦ For each program, a photo of an upper year student, and either a 

professor or program coordinator.
◦ Both photos will have their views on the program and the 

programs strengths.
◦ Work with EE to provide a prospective career list for each 

program.
◦ Small blurbs on specializations 

• Nicole's Mentorship program
• Social Sciences lounge in L.R Wilson

◦ Work with faculty to receive keys and hours
◦ Work with SRA – they have a similar plan
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◦ Possible collaboration with Humanities (MHS) – a great way to 
foster satisfaction with other students getting a BA

• Higher turnout at GA's
◦ Posters
◦ Incentives (like food)
◦ Getting First Year reps to make a strong promotion

• Getting MSSS page to 2000 likes, as well are utilizing website to full
capability.
◦ Following sprees/giveaway's (using incentives!!)
◦ Boosting posts budget!
◦ blasting the 2021 page with posts 
◦ Creating and instilling a professional social media and website, 

so that our society is respected 
• Social Science Swag

◦ Sweaters, crews, dad hats (lots of people asked about these)
◦ Shop locally (Charitees, etc)
◦ perhaps even an online store, on the website (through tilt)

Challenges The unfortunate reality is that many Social Science students are unsatisfied 
with the degree – not because of what they are learning, but because of the 
the misconceptions of a Bachelor of Arts. As the SRA dubbed it, there is an 
apathy culture towards a BA. It is imperative that we make Soc Sci students 
aware of all the great outcomes and opportunities that their degree gives. 
The Experiential Education office and team foster great events (and courses)
for Soc Sci students – it is the MSSS's job to make sure they are aware of it.

Mentorship programs in the past have failed due to poor promotional 
material and lack of proper integration – and in order to fix this, we have to 
ensure first years have proper information. Consider even talking to Nathan 
Nash, from the office of recruitment, sending out pamphlets after accepting 
Social Sciences I. We have a big faculty, but we can still get the same 
feelings of family that other smaller faculties produce.  

Long-Term/Transitional Program selection is difficult and confusing, regardless of age or degree – 
but part of the wonder of Soc Sci is all the options and specializations.
Mentorship programs in the past have failed due to poor promotion and lack
of proper integration.  A mentorship program makes our faculty feel smaller,
we fosters strong connections.
A Social Sciences lounge in L.R Wilson promotes community, which makes 
Soc Sci students feel more comfortable at McMaster. It also enables students
who live off-campus to have a space on the campus that is their own. 
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Objective 4: Strong Connection with Faculty of Soc Sci

Goal Allowing the faculty to see us as an assets to their goals.

Plan • Shared calendar with Faculty, SRA, EE

Challenges In the past there has been some issues with the MSSS and the faculty as a 
whole – as the MSSS was not seen as a professional outlook for the students
of McMaster. However, slowly these barriers have been broken, and we 
have created a healthier communication with them. A good relationship with
them is vital – we are stronger together.

Long-Term/Transition Recent past exec has done a great job of fostering a communication link 
with the faculty of Social Sciences. It is up to current exec to stronghold this
communication. The faculty offers some great assistance to the MSSS, both 
with promotional and education material. It is important for us to be seen as 
professional, because in the long-term, people see the MSSS as part of the 
faculty. 

YEAR CALENDAR

Month Tasks
April • Create new passwords for all accounts/emails and documenting them

• Change each email’s photo and information 

• Various social media posts throughout summer break

• Create new society Facebook accounts -For exec members and McMaster
Social Sciences Accepted Class (include core exec as admins of this ac-
count)   

• Organize headshots for each exec member

May • Update the website to include photos and small biographies of new exec 
team 

June
July 

August •Late August – Plan budget for boosting Facebook posts over the course 
of the year 

•Promo MSSS during WW.
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September • Prepare a timeline for posting events

• Clean the Office after WW.

• Encourage incoming students to follow our social media - use any incent-
ives possible

• GA Meeting #1

•Create social media campaigns to encourage followers by doing contests 
and giveaways throughout the year

•First exec meeting and finalize entire peripheral team

October • Event (Exp. Halloween Haunt, etc)

• Meet the Exec post beginning of OCTOBER

November to
March

• Keep track of who on Blu Cru either actively promotes or comes out to 
MSSS events.

• GA Meeting #2

• Encourage incoming students to follow our social media - use any incent-
ives possible

• Create social media campaigns to encourage followers by doing contests 
and giveaways throughout the year

• Formal promotion: use posters extensively, mass invite friends.

• Program selection photo-set: confirm either professors or coordinators of 
the program as well as a 3rd or 4th year student to take part.


